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Tuning Parameters to Optimize

• Signal Strength (Intensity)
• Resolution
• Peak Shape

• What mz do we tune? I usually tune on mz 28 (N2) if you have a 
steady calibration source like NH4NO3 tuning on mz 30 (NO) or 46 
(NO2) makes sense. Tune in Open with valve open

• Try to limit surface ionization of mz 39 (its an interference not 
associated with the inlet but rather in the background)

https://support.aerodyne.com/knowledgebase
/articles/KA-01306/en-us



First voltages to tune are Filament, Ion 
Chamber and Heater Bias
These are tuned as a group

These are very close together at the end of 
the lens stack

Maintain a 70 volt difference between 
Filament and Ion Chamber to match 
NIST EI spectrum

For a given Filament and Ion Chamber 
setting optimize Heater Bias

We want highest mz 28 intensity with 
acceptably low mz 39 intensity I keep 
it under 5% of 28 in Open as an upper 
limit

After obtaining best value for that Filament 
and Ion Chamber setting change them both 
in the same direction (I usually do 2 volt 
steps) to keep the 70 volt difference and 
optimize HB at the new setting

Note we tune for a filament and I keep FillEm at 1.2mA (1 – 1.5 is good range)



The table at right shows how when I added 
2 volts to Filament and Ion Chamber and 
then optimized the Heater Bias I improved
Mz 28 intensity

Continue iterating until the step makes 
things worse than go other way



The next 3 voltages to tune are 
done one at a time but all have 
similar ranges and all are done 
primarily to improve intensity

These are all on the lens stack

For Ion Extractor, Lens 1 
and Lens 2; Use Voltage 
Scan tab

Range use 200 volts I go 
from -135 - +25 volts and 
use 3 volt step size

REMEMBER these are 
positive ions so negative 
voltages should attract



Changing the delta between the 2 deflector voltages impacts tailing of signal

Next voltages to tune are deflectors
They are located just inside the ToF



Reflector Grid and Reflector Back Plane

Tune them one at a time 1 or 2 volt changes 
in either direction. Mainly effects resolution

These are the 2 cables that go to the front of 
the TOF



Finally, Lens is the last voltage we tune in 
Calibrate

It is located inside the ToF

Recommend 100-volt steps see how signal 
intensity is effected

Optimum Lens ranges from 100 to 2300



Wait a minute what about those other voltages?

We try to avoid changing Pulser 
settings

Hard Mirror 0 for V Mode 
1500 for W mode

Drift and Post Acceleration are 
both very close to MCP 
physically; set by ToFWerk we 
don’t change

Correct MCP value is determined 
by looking at the SI Panel should 
have SI 1.5 – 2.2


